LIF is an autocrine factor for sympathetic neurons.
Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) alters neuronal phenotypes both in vitro and in vivo. Since it can be produced by glia and other nonneural cells, LIF is a candidate target-derived differentiation factor as well as an injury-response factor. We here provide evidence that LIF can be produced by neurons and can act on the neurons that produce it. A reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction assay detects LIF mRNA in rat sympathetic neuron cultures, and in situ hybridization combined with MAP2 immunocytochemistry indicates that most of the cells expressing LIF mRNA are, in fact, neurons. The neuronal lysate as well as the conditioned medium contains proteins that are specifically recognized by anti-LIF antibodies, and these antibodies also specifically stain the cultured neurons. In addition, concentrated sympathetic neuron conditioned medium can mimic the effects of LIF, and incubation of high-density sympathetic neuron cultures with anti-LIF antibodies reduces basal expression levels of LIF target genes such as particular neuropeptides, indicating that the endogenously produced cytokine is acting on the neurons under these conditions. Since we show that LIF transcript is expressed in sympathetic and sensory neurons in vivo as well, LIF could act in an autocrine fashion under a variety of physiological conditions.